**Long-Term Corridor Options**

**Option 1**
1. Keep Existing
2. Narrow Lanes
3. Widen Sidewalks
4. Move Tree Boxes into Parking Lane

**Option 2**
1. Keep Existing
2. Remove Parking
3. Widen Sidewalk
4. Move Tree Boxes

**Option 3**
1. Keep Existing
2. Shared Street

**Consistent Elements**
- Enhance pedestrian accommodations
- Implement traffic calming
- Allow delivery truck loading/unloading
- Allow car, trolley, & motorcoach access
- Replace & relocate trees
- Implement a change in the core
- Facilitate changes at the intersection of King & Union
- Facilitate spot improvements
- Do not provide dedicated bike facilities
- Accommodate bike parking
- Accommodate turn restrictions

**Tree boxes in parking lane**
**Wider sidewalks on King Street**
**Delivery trucks loading & unloading on Union Street**
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